Character Defining Features:

- Human-Scaled Growth
- Sustainable Design
- Engaged With the Community
- Walkable Campus
- Outdoor Rooms
- Inclusive and Transparent Environments
- Informal Learning Spaces
- Excellence in Design
Human-Scaled Growth

Appropriate Building Scale, Arcades, Pedestrian Pathways, Daylighting ...
Human-Scaled Growth
Attention to Detail, Places to Gather, Connection to Outdoors...
Human-Scaled Growth
Definable Entrance, Connection to our History, Use of Materials, Appropriate Building Scale..
Sustainable Design
Sustainable Design

Energy Conservation, Daylighting, Recycled Materials, Natural Ventilation …
Sustainable Design
Stormwater Management, Sustainable Education, Native/Well-Adapted Species...
Sustainable Design
Active Modes of Transportation, Connection to the Outdoors...
Engaged With the Community
Engaged With the Community
Community Education, Campus Entrances, Always Open...
Engaged with the Community
Public Events, Community Education...
Engaged with the Community
Places to Gather, Welcoming to All...
Walkable Campus
Walkable Campus
Ease of Access, Pathway Network...
Walkable Campus
Clear Way-Finding, Places to Wait, Human Scale...
Outdoor Rooms

Positive Outdoor Space, Sunny/Shady Places, Character-defining Landscape Features…
Outdoor Rooms

Human Scale, Activity Nodes, Positive Outdoor Space
Inclusive and Transparent Environments
Inclusive and Transparent Environments
Meaningful Participation, Open Process, Creative Thought...
Inclusive and Transparent Environments
Interdisciplinary Engagement, Views In, Environments to Explore...
Inclusive and Transparent Environments
Places to Celebrate, Welcoming to All...
Informal Learning Spaces
Informal Learning Spaces
Places to Study, Places to Experiment…
Informal Learning Spaces
Quiet Places for Study, Campus as Lab, Connection to our History … …
Informal Learning Spaces
Places to Meet, Active Learning, Outdoor Classroom...
Excellence in Design
Excellence in Design
Attention to Detail, Use of Materials, Connection to History, Inclusive and Transparent...
Excellence in Design
Positive Outdoor Space, Outdoor Rooms, Arcades, Use of Materials, Walkable Campus...
Excellence in Design

Human Scale, Sustainable Design, Informal Learning, Use of Materials...